Automatically reasoning with conflicting generic clinical guidelines is a burning issue in patient-centric medical reasoning where patient-specific conditions and goals need to be taken into account. It is even more challenging in the presence of preferences such as patient's wishes and clinician's priorities over goals. We advance a structured argumentation formalism for reasoning with conflicting clinical guidelines, patient-specific information and preferences. Our formalism integrates assumption-based reasoning and goal-driven selection among reasoning outcomes. Specifically, we assume applicability of guideline recommendations concerning the generic goal of patient well-being, resolve conflicts among recommendations using patient's conditions and preferences, and then consider prioritised patient-centered goals to yield non-conflicting, goal-maximising and preference-respecting recommendations. We rely on the state-of-the-art Transition-based Medical Recommendation model for representing guideline recommendations and augment it with context given by the patient's conditions, goals, as well as preferences over recommendations and goals. We establish desirable properties of our approach in terms of sensitivity to recommendation conflicts and patient context.
INTRODUCTION
Medical reasoning involves careful deliberation about the condition of a patient and possible treatments. Clinical guidelines provide best practice recommendations for achieving patient well-being given a disease and describe management of a generic patient, recommending multiple options to choose among, given a concrete patient and their context. When managing multiple health conditions (multimorbidities), guidelines need to be merged, whence multiple interactions must be considered, as they influence the evolution of the patient [12, 13] . In particular, the recommended actions may be inapplicable, conflicting, overlapping, and so forth. It is hard for clinicians to follow the best practices in the presence of conflicts among guidelines. In such settings, knowledge representation methods come handy, particularly in representation of guidelines and their interactions.
Transition-based Medical Recommendation model (TMR) [42] is a state-of-the-art [31] development in representation of clinical guideline recommendations. TMR identifies components and relations typically present in multimorbidity situations, such as clinical care actions and their effects on physical properties. To capture interactions when merging guidelines, In [42] a mechanism is advanced to identify relationships among multiple recommendations, such as contradiction, repetition, alternative. TMR offers a comprehensive template for clinical guidelines and their interactions. Yet, TMR does not afford a method for representing patient-specific information. More importantly, TMR does not afford reasoning mechanisms to determine which recommendations to follow given a patient.
In general, whereas representation of clinical guidelines is a welladvanced area, automated reasoning with those representations, especially in the presence of conflicts, is a limiting factor [12, 28, 31] . An additional hurdle is taking into account the context of the patient, pertaining to patient-specific conditions, patient-centric goals and preferences from various parties involved [28, 32, 38] . For instance, Ariadne principles [25] show the importance and difficulty of integrating interaction assessment, individual management and patient's and/or clinician's preferences in multimorbidity setting. We here advance a framework to address the above mentioned issues by applying an argumentation-based method to allow an autonomous agent to reason with conflicting clinical guidelines in the context of patient information, goals and various preferences.
Generally speaking, argumentation allows to reason with incomplete and conflicting information in a way that aims to emulate human reasoning. Argumentation is used for modelling reasoning of autonomous agents in multi-agent systems, see e.g. [5, 17, 27, 30] , and has been extensively applied in the medical domain, see e.g. [11, 15, 21, 26, 35, 37] . In medical reasoning particularly, "argumentation is appealing as it allows for important conflicts to be highlighted and analysed and unimportant conflicts to be suppressed. " [3] We propose to use the structured argumentation (see e.g. [6] ) formalism Assumption-Based Argumentation with Preferences (ABA + ) [7, 8] for automating patient-centric reasoning with conflicting guideline recommendations and preferences. This choice is motivated by the simplicity of knowledge representation in ABA + and its dealing with preferences differently than other formalisms: it reverses attacks due to preferences and, importantly, in doing so preserves conflict-freeness of sets of assumptions; these aspects allow for a leaner representation while yielding desirable properties, as demonstrated further ahead. ABA + also has known complexity results [9, 19] and a working implementation [4] .
ABA + is deployed to use TMR for representation of recommendations and interactions via rules and arguable elements from which arguments (as deductions) are constructed. ABA + augments this representation with patient-specific information and uses extensionbased argumentation semantics for reasoning. It thus provides an assumption-driven reasoning method whereby assumed applicability of recommendations is argued about using patient's conditions. At the same time, ABA + deals with preferences over actions (equivalently, recommendations) as specified by e.g. the patient. We establish that the resulting recommendations (corresponding to extensions of ABA + frameworks) are non-conflicting. We also augment ABA + to form ABA + G, incorporating a goal-driven reasoning mechanism to determine the best non-conflicting recommendations given patient-centric goals ordered by importance. This allows our approach to meet Ariadne principles. We also illustrate our approach with a case study from [42] and obtain arguably desirable outcomes when reasoning with conflicting recommendations in the context of a patient.
The paper is structured thus. In Section 2 we consider desiderata for our approach in terms of patient management principles from medical literature. We then in Section 3 describe the problem of reasoning with interacting recommendations in the context of a patient. In Section 4 we propose to use ABA + and its development ABA + G for assumption-based patient-centric reasoning with recommendations, goals and preferences. We discuss related work in Section 5 and finish with conclusions and future work in Section 6.
PRINCIPLES OF PATIENT MANAGEMENT
We situate our work in the context of principles of patient management in multimorbidity setting. Several works mention various principles for patient management [12, 13, 28, 32, 38] , but do so in a loose and fragmented manner. Hence, it is difficult to acquire a comprehensive understanding of what these principles should be. [25] is among the very few works with a comprehensive enumeration and description of such principles, called Ariadne principles.
Our interpretation of them is as follows. 1. Interaction assessment: recommendation interactions and respective effects are identified and resolved. In contrast to patients with a single disease, when managing patients with multimorbidities, a variety of potential interactions between diseases and treatments may occur and worsen the course of the disease(s). 2. Prioritisation and patient preferences: to guide the reasoning, priorities among goals are established while respecting the patient's preferences and state. These priorities and preferences are used to consolidate heavy treatment burdens and competing treatment goals. Treatment goals are expressed in terms of symptom relief, disease prevention, avoidance of undesired outcomes, and preservation or improvement of life expectancy and quality. 3. Individualised management: a treatment plan as a set of recommendations is devised in accordance with the patient's state, preferences and the prioritised goals. This plan should provide non-conflicting recommendations for the given patient. Ariadne principles do not provide specific methods to solve recommendation conflicts or to elicit preferences, but rather state which dimensions should be accounted for while reasoning. Regarding treatment goals, information about the impact of treatments on life expectancy and quality of life may not (or is often not) available. Therefore, limiting treatment goals to symptom relief, disease prevention, avoidance of undesired outcomes-i.e., effects brought about (or not) by treatments-seems to be the most practical choice in these circumstances. Furthermore, the patient's preferences over actions and the clinician's priorities over goals should result from a discussion between the patient and the physician, and need to be taken into account when devising a treament plan for the patient.
For an autonomous agent to reason with conflicting medical recommendation within the TMR model, we need to establishing foundations for that reasoning in a setting of patient management. TMR provides an expressive representation template for clinical guideline recommendations in discordant multimorbidity, respective interaction types, and several measures such as causation belief, deontic strength, and evidence level. However, it does not demonstrate the aggregation of these elements in reasoning to produce treatment solutions for specific patients. Devising such solutions is no trivial task not only due to the complexity brought about by the number of existing health conditions and recommendations but also due to the overall under-specification of how decisions should be made in this setting. In this work, we aim to meet Ariadne principles by adequately handling conflicting guideline recommendations afforded by the TMR model, while taking into account the context that includes patient-specific conditions, goals and preferences.
PROBLEM SETTING
We here situate the problem of reasoning with interacting clinical guideline recommendations in the context of a patient. We first review the Transition-based Medical Recommendation (TMR) model and interactions among recommendations. We then discuss the context of a patient.
TMR Model
We first give the TMR model together with guideline recommendation interaction representation. They will be used to construct ABA + frameworks for reasoning with guidelines. (As in [42] , we assume that a set of guidelines is merged into a single guideline so that recommendations are delivered by the same larger guideline.) 3.1.1 Recommendations. Figure 1 depicts an instance of a graphical schema for representing recommendations in TMR. (Recommendation concerning NSAID is taken from a diabetes guideline, and recommendation concerning Aspirin is taken from an osteoarthritis guideline.) It consists of the following components. 1 (i) Name, e.g. R 1 , R 2 , at the top of a rounded box.
(We write R k instead of Rk.) Henceforth, we refer to a recommendation by its name. (ii) A unique associated action A, e.g. Adm. Aspirin, Adm. NSAID (where Adm. stands for Administer). (iii) Deontic strength, which we denote by δ, is indicated by a thick labelled arrow and "reflects a degree of obligatoriness expected for that recommendation" [42, p. 82] . It takes values in [−1, 1]: if δ ⩾ 0, then R recommends to perform the action; if δ < 0, then R recommends to avoid the action. To discretise δ, the qualitative landmarks must, should, may, should not, must not corresponding to 1, 0.5, 0, −0.5, −1, respectively, are used. E.g., the deontic strengths of R 1 and R 2 in Figure 1 are δ 1 = 0.5 = should and δ 2 = −0.5 = should not, respectively.
(iv) Properties that the associated action affects, e.g. Blood Coag., Gastro. Bleeding. (If clear from the context, we abbreviate words as follows: e.g. Coag. and Gastro. abbreviate Coagulation and Gastrointestinal, respectively.) In general, an action can affect more than one property P . (v) Effects of the actions, e.g. decrease, increase.
An action A has one effect E on the property P it affects. (vi) Initial and final values of the property that an action affects.
For instance, Adm. NSAID leads to a decrease in Blood Coag. from the initial value normal to the final value low. Otherwise, ? represents indeterminate value. In this paper we will not make use of, but mention for completeness, two quantitative values associated with an effect: causation probability -e.g. often -representing the likelihood of the action bringing the effect about; and belief strengthe.g. normal level -representing the level of evidence regarding bringing the effect about. , discretised with signs +, − and no sign, representing values greater than, less than and equal to 0, respectively. An instance of TMR concerns a generic patient. In order to apply recommendations, one needs to consider specific patient conditions, pertaining to properties and the initial values of the effects that actions have on properties. For instance, a patient can have conditions normal Blood Coag. or Gastro. Bleeding. When using argumentation frameworks to reason with guidelines in Section 4, patient conditions will come as information additional to TMR instances. With the following intermediate representation of TMR instances we ensure that recommendations as well as patient-specific conditions will be representable in argumentation frameworks.
consisting of the following components:
We identify any recommendation with its name R and with an abuse of notation may write R = (R, A, δ, , ℰ, , ). We use R to denote a fixed but otherwise arbitrary set of recommendations, unless specified otherwise.
and
3.1.2 Interactions. Using TMR, Zamborlini et al. identify interactions among recommendations. Intuitively, interactions record the relationships between different recommendations, for instance, a contradiction relationship in case one recommendation urges to avoid the action suggested by another recommendation. Several types of interactions, such as contradiction, repetition, alternative, can be identified. We focus on the contradiction interaction in this paper, because it relates recommendations in direct conflict that can be naturally resolved by means of argumentation.
Contradiction interactions can be represented as triples (R, R ′ , µ) with recommendations R and R ′ , and the interaction's modal strength µ, which reflects the conclusiveness of the interaction. The interaction's modal strength can take two values, denoted by □ and , where □ means 'the interaction will certainly occur if the related recommendations are prescribed' [42] and means 'the interaction is uncertain to happen'. Formally, we define:
, where µ ∈ {□, } is the modal strength of the interaction.
I denotes the set of all contradiction interactions given R.
Example 3.4. The recommendations R 1 and R 2 from Example 3.2 are in a contradiction interaction, as they recommend opposite actions. 2 We assume that
The possibility to identify interactions gives rise to the following notion of contradiction-free sets of recommendations.
Intuitively, contradiction-free sets of recommendations consist of recommendations that are safe to follow without the risk of performing incompatible actions.
Example 3.6. The set R = {R 1 , R 2 } from Example 3.2 is not contradiction-free, for (R 1 , R 2 , □) ∈ I, as in Example 3.4. Clearly, {R 1 } and {R 2 } themselves are contradiction-free.
Our representation of recommendations and interactions as afforded by the TMR model will contribute to our approach meeting the 1 st and the 3 r d Ariadne principles as laid down in Section 2.
Context
Recommendations R and interactions I amount only to representation of guidelines, but not reasoning with them. In particular, they give a patient-agnostic representation, while the reasoning happens with patient-specific information.
Example 3.7. Consider R = {R 1 , R 2 } and I = {(R 1 , R 2 , □)} as in Examples 3.2 and 3.4. Intuitively, for a generic patient, NSAID -e.g. Aspirin -should be administered. If, however, the patient exhibits Gastro. Bleeding, then R 1 and R 2 are in conflict and there are arguments for both administering and not administering Aspirin.
The patient information can be understood as the context in which reasoning happens (see e.g. [32] ). To resolve the conflict in Example 3.7, one could administer a different NSAID, such as Ibuprofen. However, in more complicated situations such alternatives may not be available. In those situations, preferences may be a part of the context that help to resolve the conflicts argumentatively.
Example 3.8. Continuing Example 3.7, suppose that only Aspirin is available. The patient may insist that medication should be given to them, thus preferring taking Aspirin over not taking it, whence only R 1 should be followed. On the other hand, if the patient expresses no preferences, the clinician's priorities may come into play. For instance, the clinician may deem not increasing the risk of gastrointestinal bleeding more important than decreasing blood coagulation, whence only R 2 would be followed.
Thus, the context includes not only the patient's state, but also various preferences. For instance: a) the patient may prefer one course of action over another; b) the clinician may prioritise treatments in accordance with patient-centric goals and their importance. The TMR model however does not afford representation of such preferences, just as it does not afford representation of patient-specific conditions. One of our tasks is to augment the representation of recommendations and interactions with the context of a patient so as to enable patient-centric reasoning with clinical guidelines. For this purpose, we define the context pertaining to patient information with respect to recommendations as follows.
Definition 3.9. The context (of a fixed but otherwise arbitrary patient) is a tuple ( , , ⩽, ≼) with: the patient's state , the patientcentric goals , the (patient's) preferences ⩽ over actions, the (clinician's) priorities ≼ over goals. 3 In the rest of the paper we assume that a context is compatible with given recommendations in the following sense: the patient's state matches some of the properties within recommendations; the goals match the (un)desired effects on those properties; the patient's preferences are (represented by a preorder) over the recommended actions or recommendations; the clinician's priorities are (represented by a total preorder) over the effects on the patient's state. We make this precise in Section 4.3.
Example 3.10. Building on Examples and 3.7 and 3.8, the context of the patient can be given by = {Gastro. Bleeding}, = {decrease Blood Coag., not increase Gastro. Bleeding}, 4 R 2 < R 1 , 5 and decrease Blood Coag. ≺ not increase Gastro. Bleeding.
The elements together form a context for the application of recommendations and ground them to a particular setting. The context of a patient will contribute to our approach meeting the 2 st and the 3 r d Ariadne principles put forward in Section 2.
REASONING WITH GUIDELINES
We will use guideline recommendations, their interactions and contexts to construct argumentation frameworks for an agent to reason and resolve conflicts among recommendations, given patientspecific conditions, patient-centric goals and various preferences. Specifically, we will use ABA + frameworks for assumption-based reasoning with guidelines and patient's preferences over recommendations. We will then augment ABA + to ABA + G for goal-driven reasoning with guidelines and clinician's priorities over goals.
ABA + Background
We provide the background for ABA + following [7, 8] .
An ABA + framework is a tuple (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽), where:
is a deductive system with ℒ a language and ℛ a set of rules of the form φ 0 ← φ 1 , . . . , φ m with m ⩾ 1, or of the form φ 0 ← ⊤, where φ i ∈ ℒ for i ∈ {0, . . . , m} and ⊤ ℒ; φ 0 is the head or conclusion, and φ 1 , . . . , φ m the body of the rule; φ 0 ← ⊤ is said to have an empty body and called a fact; • ⊆ ℒ is a non-empty set of assumptions;
→ ℒ is a total map: for α ∈ , α is referred to as the contrary of α;
• ⩽ is a preorder (i.e. reflexive and transitive order) on , called a preference relation. For α, β ∈ , α ⩽ β means that β is at least as preferred as α, and α < β means that α is strictly less preferred than β.
Throughout, we assume a fixed but otherwise arbitrary ABA + framework ℱ = (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽), unless else specified.
Assumptions in ABA + represent arguable information. For instance, assumptions can represent the applicability of, or an agent's willingness to follow, a recommendation. In such a case, preferences in ABA + can represent the willingness to follow recommendations.
We next give notions of arguments and attacks in ABA + . An argument for conclusion φ ∈ ℒ supported by A ⊆ and R ⊆ ℛ, denoted A ⊢ R φ, is a finite tree with: the root labelled by φ; leaves labelled by ⊤ or assumptions, with A being the set of all such assumptions; the children of non-leaves ψ labelled by the elements of the body of some ψ -headed rule in ℛ, with R being the set of all such rules. A ⊢ φ abbreviates A ⊢ R φ with some R ⊆ ℛ.
For A, B ⊆ , A <-attacks B, denoted A ⇝ < B, iff: a) either there is an argument A ′ ⊢ β, for some β ∈ B, supported by A ′ ⊆ A, and ∄α ′ ∈ A ′ with α ′ < β; b) or there is an argument B ′ ⊢ α, for some α ∈ A, supported by B ′ ⊆ B, and ∃β ′ ∈ B ′ with β ′ < α.
The intuition here is that A <-attacks B if a) either A argues contra something in B by means of no inferior elements (normal attack), b) or B argues contra something in A but with at least one inferior element (reverse attack).
If A does not <-attack B, we may write A ̸ ⇝ < B. Note that without preferences, an attack from one set of assumptions to another boils down to the former set deducing the contrary of some assumption in the latter set.
We next give notions used to define ABA + semantics. Let A ⊆ . The conclusions of A is the set of sentences Cn(A) = {φ ∈ ℒ : ∃ A ′ ⊢ φ, A ′ ⊆ A} concluded by (arguments supported by subsets of) A. We say A is closed if A = Cn(A) ∩ , i.e. A contains all assumptions it concludes. We say ℱ is flat if every A ⊆ is closed. We assume ABA + frameworks to be flat in this paper.
Further: A is <-conflict-free if A ̸ ⇝ < A; also, A <-defends A ′ ⊆ if ∀ B ⊆ with B ⇝ < A ′ we have A ⇝ < B; and A is <-admissible if it is <-conflict-free and <-defends itself. We consider one ABA + semantics: a set E ⊆ of assumptions is a <-preferred extension of ℱ = (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽) if E is ⊆-maximally <-admissible.
ABA + G: ABA + with Goals
We extend ABA + with a mechanism to distinguish among preferred extensions based on goals fulfilled. Oliveira et al. introduce goal seeking mechanisms in structured argumentation to rank argument extensions according to their relative priorities [26] . We import this goal-driven reasoning into ABA + to define ABA + G, and thus cover the important aspect of reasoning with patient-centric goals. • ≼ is a total preorder on , denoting priorities over goals; for θ, χ ∈ , θ ≼ χ means χ is as important as θ .
In what follows, (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼) is a fixed but otherwise arbitrary ABA + G framework, unless said otherwise.
In ABA + G concluding goals amounts to fulfilling them. We hence define (preferred) goal extensions in terms of goal-conclusions thus: Definition 4.2. Let E be a <-preferred extension of (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽). Then E = Cn(E) ∩ is a goal extension of (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼).
In other words, a goal extension consists of the goals concluded by a <-preferred extension. We use priorities over goals to rank goal extensions and define ABA + G semantics: Definition 4.3. Let G be the set of goal extensions. The goal extension ordering ⊴ G over G is given by
Note that ⊴ G is a total preorder, as ≼ is a total preorder. Intuitively, A ⊴ G B means that B is at least as 'good' as A . The underlying principle behind ordering goal extensions is trying to fulfill goals according to their importance.
A top goal extension admits no strictly 'better' goal extension. Intuitively, a <-preferred ABA + extension inducing a top goal extension yields the best reasoning outcome.
This choice of ordering is motivated by the requirements of a patient management setting, within which priorities over goals may convey a sense of urgency and severity that must be addressed when reasoning. Hence, we assume that an agent should always aim to fulfill the top preferred goals, regardless of the goals with lower priorities. In general, preference aggregation is a rich and complex area of research. Other orderings could be applied, see e.g. [16] for a comparison of various orderings, but we chose the above one in accordance to our interpretation of priorities over goals.
Reasoning in ABA + G
We now introduce the representation in ABA + G of TMR instances, interactions and context.
Intuition.
At a high-level: assumptions will represent (the defeasible applicability of) recommendations, the corresponding actions and their effects on properties will be modelled via rules, and the deontic strength will determine both whether the actions and their consequences are sought after or not. The context will be modelled via facts representing patient's state, goals matching the effects of actions, patient's preferences over assumptions and clinician's priorities over goals.
For a step by step illustration, we use recommendations R = {R 1 , R 2 } and interactions I = {(R 1 , R 2 , □)} as in Example 3.7. First, R 1 , R 2 ∈ represent the (defeasible applicability of) recommendations. The following rules then represent the actions recommended (or not) by R 1 and R 2 :
The following rules model the effects the actions Adm. NSAID and Adm. Aspirin bring about: 3. decrease Blood Coag. ← Adm. NSAID; 4. increase Gastro. Bleeding ← Adm. Aspirin.
As R 2 recommends not Adm. Aspirin, the following rule represents the effect to be avoided by following R 2 : 5. not increase Gastro. Bleeding ← not Adm. Aspirin. Now, R 1 and R 2 are in contradiction with Adm. NSAID and Adm. Aspirin recommended positively and negatively, respectively. Thus, R 2 can be argued against on the basis of R 1 and the presence of the contradiction. However, R 1 can be similarly argued against on the basis of R 2 and the presence of the contradiction, but only as long as the given patient has Gastro. Bleeding. Therefore, we have:
Here, R 1 and R 2 are the contraries of R 1 and R 2 , respectively, and int 1,2 ∈ ℒ represents (R 1 , R 2 , µ) ∈ I. These rules say that: R 2 should not be followed if (i) R 1 is followed, and (ii) R 1 and R 2 are in contradiction; R 1 should not be followed if (i) R 2 is followed, (ii) R 1 and R 2 are in contradiction, and also (iii) the condition Gastro. Bleeding is present. This is in accordance with the desirable reading of interactions as in Section 3 and in [42, p. 91] .
The interaction's modal strength µ determines whether it is an assumption (i.e. could be argued about) or a fact (i.e. sure to happen):
In our example, µ = □, so we have:
Given context ( , , ⩽, ≼), the patient's state yields properties/initial value-property pairs as facts. With context from Example 3.10, Gastro. Bleeding ∈ yields:
9. Gastro. Bleeding ← ⊤. Lastly, as in Example 3.10, goals represent (un-)desired effects on properties, patient's preferences ⩽ are over recommendations as assumptions and clinician's priorities are over goals.
Formalisation.
Formally, mapping recommendations, interactions and context to ABA + G goes as follows.
Definition 4.4. Given recommendations R, interactions I and context ( , , ⩽, ≼), the ABA + G patient framework is defined as ℱ p = (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼), where:
I} consists of assumptions representing recommendations and uncertain interactions;
consists of rules representing actions associated to recommendations, where
e ∪ ℛ − e consists of rules representing effects brought about by actions, where
• ℛ s = {v P ← ⊤ : v P ∈ } consists of facts representing the patient's state in terms of properties and their values, where
consists of rules representing (contradiction) interactions between recommendations, where
of rules defined above and rules representing interactions that are sure to happen; • ⩽ is a preorder over ;
• ≼ is a total preorder over ;
• By convention, ℒ and¯¯¯are implicit from and ℛ as follows: unless x appears in either or ℛ, it is different from the sentences appearing in or ℛ; thus, ℒ consists of all the sentences appearing in ℛ, and {α : α ∈ }.
Regarding interactions and rules in ℛ c , suppose recommendations R i and R j are in contradiction with actions A i and A j recommended positively (δ i > 0) and negatively (δ j < 0), respectively. On the one hand, R j can be argued against on the basis of R i and the presence of the interaction. On the other hand, R i can be similarly argued against on the basis of R j and the presence of the interaction, 6 not is purely syntactic (see footnote 4). but only as long as a given patient will have some condition affected by A j that contributes negatively to the patient's well-being. Thus, we take into account any property P ∈ j with initial value v ∈ j and contribution − = c ∋ j . When the initial value v of P is indeterminate ?, we use only P .
Properties.
Modelling recommendations and interactions argumentatively allows to exploit properties of ABA + to ensure desirable features of our approach. Specifically, the <-preferred extensions in ABA + G patient frameworks are contradiction-free (Definition 3.5) as sets of recommendations (recall that we identify a recommendation with its name, see remark after Definition 3.1): Theorem 4.5 (Interaction Theorem). For a <-preferred extension E of (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽) in (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼), E ∩R is a contradiction-free set of recommendations.
Proof. Suppose E ∩ R is not contradiction-free. Then there is (R i , R j , µ) ∈ I with R i , R j ∈ E. But as R j ← R i , int i, j ∈ ℛ and int i, j is either a fact or an <-unattacked assumption, we find E ⇝ < E. This contradicts <-conflict-freeness of E. □ Thus, top goal extensions (induced by <-preferred extensions) in ABA + G are guaranteed to yield goals achievable without the risk of performing incompatible actions.
Another property states that if the patient expresses preferences over all recommendations, then the most preferred non-conflicting recommendations will be followed: Theorem 4.6 (Preferences Theorem). Let ⩽ be total over ∩ R and the set R ′ = {R ∈ : ∄R ′ ∈ with R < R ′ } of the most preferred recommendations be contradiction-free. Then R ′ ⊆ E for every <-preferred extension E of (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽) in (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼).
Proof. Any R ∈ R ′ is ⩽-maximal, so {R } is <-unattacked. As all <-attacks come from by singleton sets, every <-preferred extension contains all the <-unattacked sets of assumptions, including R ′ . □ Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 ensure that ABA + G meets the three Ariadne principles of interaction assessment, prioritisation and patient preferences and individualised management when applied to patientcentric reasoning with conflicting medical recommendations.
Illustration.
We exemplify our formalisation with a case study from [42] , focusing on contradiction interactions between breast cancer (BC) and hypertension (HT) guidelines, and using the pertinent parts of the information (given in full in [42, p. 87, Figure  5 , p. 90, Table 9 , p. 91, Table 10 ]). Our results will be in agreement with the informal discussion on the case study in [42] .
Example 4.7. We assume a merged BC and HT guideline with:
For instance, R 8 says that one should not do High Int. Exercise, because it negatively contributes by increasing Blood Press.; R 3 says that one should do Low Int. Exercise, because it positively contributes to decreasing Fatigue, Fitness and Pain from high values.
Thus, R = {R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 8 } and the interactions identified are
To illustrate reasoning with patient-specific conditions, goals and preferences, we assume, in addition to the case study of [42] , patient A. Let patient A exhibit increased Blood Press. (indeterminate value), and in addition have high Body Temp. Suppose patient A has also expressed an overall preference for not doing high intensity exercise:
After discussing with patient A, the clinician elaborates a list of patient-centric goals, thus: • = {decrease Pain, not increase Blood Press., decrease Fatigue, not increase Body Temp.}. Note that not all properties (and effects) from recommendations need be included in : for instance, Lymphedema risk is not concerned. The prioritisation of goals may be motivated by several criteria. Their specification is outside the scope of this work, but an example is the severity of a condition over the property it is associated with. For patient A, the pain level from BC is a significant considerable obstacle to daily life, impeding normal routine. Additionally, the clinician is concerned with the patient's high blood pressure. Thus, decrease Pain is the strictly most important goal, followed by not increase Blood Press., which is followed by the equally important decrease Fatigue and not increase Body Temp. The associated ABA + G framework ℱ p = (ℒ, ℛ, ,¯¯¯, ⩽, , ≼): All contradiction interactions are triggered, giving arguments:
These indicate which recommendations are contradicting which other ones. Then, patient preferences help to determine the 'stronger' arguments and (non-) <-attacks:
We thus see that, in particular, R 2 suggesting Std. Exercise, contradicting R 8 but being less preferred, does not stand as an argument against High Int. Exercise suggested by R 8 .
ABA + semantics then resolves the conflicts. Briefly, as R 3 and R 4 are mutually contradicting, but each non-interacting with R 8 , they can be followed alongside R 8 , which itself kicks out R 2 . Thus, {R 3 , R 8 }, {R 4 , R 8 } are <-preferred extensions. The former suggests Low Int. Exercise and advises against High Int. Exercise; the latter urges not to exercise at all. The corresponding goal extensions: We showed how ABA + G allows for assumption-based, goaldriven and preference-respecting reasoning with TMR recommendations and interactions, taking into account patient-specific conditions, preferences over recommendations and priorities over goals.
RELATED WORK
Argumentation (with or without preferences) has been successfully applied in health care (see e.g. [3, 21] for overviews). For instance, in [15] , evidence from clinical trials is manually extracted from guidelines and synthesised to form arguments for treatment superiority, with attacks among arguments with conflicting claims. Based on treatment outcome indicators and the importance of evidence, user-specified preferences over arguments and argumentation semantics are used to identify the acceptable arguments. The focus is determining superiority among treatments, not concerning guideline recommendations or conflict resolution among those. Instead, argument aggregation for reasoning with guidelines is used in [14] . There, arguments correspond to statements in guidelines and, for a single specified goal, confidence of arguments is aggregated to identify the acceptable arguments. The focus is enacting recommendations from a single guideline, rather than reasoning with conflicting recommendations from multiple guidelines. Other works, e.g. [11, 29, 35] , integrate argumentation with preferences to help clinicians to construct, exchange and evaluate arguments for and against decisions, rather than to reason with guidelines.
The recent CONSULT project [18] applies argumentation to reason with guidelines and patient preferences for managing poststroke patients. Kokciyan et al. manually represent guidelines in first-order logic (FOL) and use argument schemes [40] to construct arguments. We believe that using FOL for guideline representation is ad-hoc, and instead use the well-established TMR model to represent guideline recommendations and identify their interactions, which we then map into ABA + G. Further, Kokciyan et al. use argumentation with preferences modelled as attacks on attacks [22] to resolve conflicts among recommendations. We instead incorporate preferences directly in the construction of attacks in ABA + G. Importantly, this aspect and the ability to model and reason with goals allows us to meet Ariadne principles of patient management. We leave formal comparison with [18] for future work.
[41] is a recent non-argumentative approach to reasoning with interacting guidelines, patient conditions and preferences. There, guideline recommendations are represented as actionable graphs and mapped into first-order logic (FOL) rules, while patient conditions and preferences are represented as FOL revision operators. Reasoning (guideline mitigation) amounts to applying revision operators to account for patient-specific conditions and preferences, and then finding models of the resulting FOL theory. Our approach is different in both knowledge representation-TMR model is richer than the mitigation-specific FOL, and computation mechanismmodel finding is undecidable as opposed to finding preferred extensions. We also believe argumentation-based reasoning to be more transparent, as one can inspect the arguments, attacks among them and their interplay with preferences, in contrast to interpreting workings and results of a FOL theorem prover.
Other approaches to reasoning with guidelines (see [28, 31] for overviews) focus on execution of single guidelines, e.g. [20, 33] , or identification of incompatibilities among guidelines, e.g. answer set programming is used in [34] to check temporal conformance; statistical preference learning is used in [36] to identify inconsistencies in antibiotic therapy guidelines. Yet other works concern preference elicitation to facilitate shared (clinician-patient) decision making. In particular, Sacchi et al. incorporate patients' preferences in terms of QALYs, utilities and costs into the shared decision making model [32] . In effect, they propose a framework that supports patient preference elicitation and integrates them with patient health record to feed into decision models (particularly, decision trees) so as to facilitate shared (clinician-patient) decision making. This allows to better inform both the clinician and the patient about the alternatives, but does not afford automatic resolution of interacting (e.g. conflicting) recommendations. It would be interesting to see how this could inform knowledge representation in our approach.
Goal-driven argumentative decision making (possibly with preferences) has been explored, e.g. [1, 10, 24, 43] . The settings there do not apply to reasoning with guidelines. As for goal-driven argumentative decision-making, the approach of [1] concerns general multiple criteria decision making in argumentation with preferences via reasoning backwards from goals to arguments. A followup application-specific approach of [24] affords goal-driven argumentative documentation, analysis and making of decisions. ABA + G differs from these approaches particularly in the direction of reasoning-from arguments to goals, which is more similar to assumption-based reasoning with goals and preferences as in [10] ; as well as in using preferences (over goals) to select among extensions, as in e.g. [2, 39] . It would be interesting to investigate the formal relationships with all these works in the future.
We note that an argumentative approach with context was recently proposed in [43] , where context rules and primitives involving patient state properties are used to assert defeasibility of logical implications between decisions, attributes, and goals. Thus, contextsensitivity is an important and desirable property in both medical and argumentative settings, and we addressed it in this work.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed ABA + to reason with guidelines and patient context. We mapped guideline representation as TMR model to ABA + , incorporated in ABA + patient-specific conditions and preferences, and augmented ABA + to ABA + G so as to account for patient-centric goals and their importance. ABA + G yields contradiction-free recommendations and associated achievable goals while respecting the context of the patient. Our approach meets Ariadne principles: interaction assessment is ensured by Theorem 4.5 (contradiction-free recommendations); prioritisation and patient preferences is ensured by Definition 4.3 (extensions fulfill the most important goals) and Theorem 4.6 (most preferred non-conflicting recommendations are followed); individualised management is ensured collectively by the above and the use of the patient context in ABA + G (Definition 4.4) . To the best of our knowledge, our work is unique in establishing a relationship between features of argumentative reasoning and principles of patient management. This hints at the adequacy of structured argumentation for this type of task, which we believe is important given the difficulty (both in terms of time and resources) of large-scale practical evaluations in a real setting.
In addition to several future work directions mentioned in Section 5, we will extend our work to other interaction types identified in [42] : repetition, alternative, etc. We will also aim to incorporate various numerical measures from TMR, such as belief strength. This may yield additional preferences, and we will study how multiple types of possibly conflicting preferences can be simultaneously integrated in ABA + G. Preference elicitation is a vast problem by itself, and we will explore integration with the relevant works, e.g. [32] . Last but not least, argumentation is well-suited for explanations, see e.g. [3, 23] , and we will study both the well-established and novel ABA + mechanisms to explain to the patient or the clinician how and why ABA + G arrives at the final recommendations.
